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logistics

• QALMRI summaries are due Apr 22

• Review example QALMRI on course website

https://teaching-me.github.io/cognition/articles/course_docs/QALMRI_SPARK.html


how do we make choices?

• not using stable and transitive preferences

• not by maximizing expected value

• not by maximizing expected utility



prospect theory

• people prefer more certain 
gains rather than the 
prospect of larger gains 
with more risk

https://www.dreamendstate.com/2021/02/15/prospect-theory-why-we-feel-losses-more-intensely-than-gains/ 

https://www.dreamendstate.com/2021/02/15/prospect-theory-why-we-feel-losses-more-intensely-than-gains/


activity

• scenario 1: 
• Option A: offers a guaranteed return of $1000.

• Option B is a gamble with a 50% chance of winning $2000 and a 50% chance 
of winning nothing.

• scenario 2:
• Option A offers a guaranteed loss of $1000.

• Option B is a gamble with a 50% chance of losing $2000 and a 50% chance of 
losing nothing.



prospect theory: phases

editing phase
• your initial response, likely using 

heuristics and prone to biases

evaluation phase
• compute utility and proceed 

accordingly



algorithms vs. heuristics vs. biases

• algorithms: a precise set of rules/processes guaranteed to produce the 
correct answer to a problem (EVT/EUT)

• heuristics: “rules of thumb” / mental shortcuts due to the limits of 
information processing

• biases: systematic errors of judgment (driven by heuristics)

• three key heuristics that lead to a range of biases:
• representativeness
• availability
• adjustment and anchoring



activity

• class will be divided into three groups

• groups will close their eyes until they are called



group 1

• Consider all first-year graduate 
(masters/Ph.D.) students in the 
U. S. today. 

• select the specialization that you 
think has the highest percentage 
of enrolled graduate students

specialization

business administration

computer science

engineering

humanities

education

medicine

life sciences

social sciences



group 2

• Tom V. is of high intelligence, although lacking in true creativity. He 
has a need for order and clarity, and for neat and tidy systems in 
which every detail finds its appropriate place. His writing is rather dull 
and mechanical, occasionally enlivened by somewhat corny puns and 
by gashes of imagination of the sci-fi type. He has a strong drive for 
competence. He seems to have little feel and little sympathy for 
other people and does not enjoy interacting with others. Self 
centered, he nonetheless has a deep moral sense.



group 2

• Think about the typical graduate 
student in each of these 
specializations

• For which specialization is Tom 
most similar to the typical 
graduate student?

specialization

business administration

computer science

engineering

humanities

education

medicine

life sciences

social sciences



group 3

• Tom V. is of high intelligence, although lacking in true creativity. He 
has a need for order and clarity, and for neat and tidy systems in 
which every detail finds its appropriate place. His writing is rather dull 
and mechanical, occasionally enlivened by somewhat corny puns and 
by Hashes of imagination of the sci-fi type. He has a strong drive for 
competence. He seems to have little feel and little sympathy for 
other people and does not enjoy interacting with others. Self 
centered, he nonetheless has a deep moral sense.



group 3

• The preceding personality 
sketch of Tom V. was written 
during Tom's senior year in high 
school by a psychologist, on the 
basis of projective tests. Tom V. 
is currently a graduate student. 

• Which specialization is Tom most 
likely to be pursuing in graduate 
school?

specialization

business administration

computer science

engineering

humanities

education

medicine

life sciences

social sciences



representativeness heuristic

• people use the similarity of an 
event/example to the parent 
population to judge likelihoods

• “what is the probability that A 
belongs to B” (group 3) becomes 
“to what degree is A 
representative of B?” (group 2), 
ignoring the base rates (group 1)



representativeness : biases

• base rates

• insensitivity to sample size

• law of small numbers

• people tend to forget that 
repetitions often regress to the 
mean



be ready to note down your guess!



group 1

• write down all words that come to mind where:

• R is in the first position



group 2

• write down all words that come to mind where:

• R is in the third position



availability heuristic

• people use the ease with which 
relevant instances come to mind 
to judge an event’s frequency 
and probability



availability heuristic

• people use the ease with which 
relevant instances come to mind 
to judge an event’s frequency 
and probability

• people were more likely to judge 
that R appears more in the first 
position than third position, even 
though the opposite was true



availability heuristic: biases

• familiarity bias

• salience

• illusory correlations



be ready to note down your guess!



group 1

• 15 x 14 x 13 x 12 x 11 x 10 x 9 x 8 x 7 x 6 x 5 x 4 x 3 x 2 x 1



group 2

• 1 x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5 x 6 x 7 x 8 x 9 x 10 x 11 x 12 x 13 x 14 x 15



adjustment and anchoring

• people make estimates by starting 
with an initial value and adjusting it 
to yield a final decision



adjustment and anchoring: biases

• estimation

• value judgment

• interview evaluation



choice and heuristics

• lexicographic heuristic

• elimination

• satisficing



apartment choices

• are Jose’s preferences 
transitive? 

• can heuristics explain this?



factors that influence choice 

• utilities (expected/literal or psychological)

• heuristics/biases

• emotion and affective states

• social context



affect

• a “feeling state”

• expected affect 

• incidental affect



affect affecting decisions

• Mellers et al. 1997 examined affective responses for gamble 
outcomes

• participants were given individual gambles offering an outcome of 
y with probability p, and 0 with probability 1-p (note that y could 
also be negative)

• the gambles were then played out for the participants 

• participants were asked to rate their emotional responses



gamble example

You have been given a gamble offering you $20 with a 94% chance, and $0 
otherwise

We will now play out the gamble

You win $20

Rate how you feel on a scale of -50 to +50

32



gamble example

You have been given a gamble offering you -$40 with a 17% chance, and $0 
otherwise

We will now play out the gamble

You lose $40

Rate how you feel on a scale of -50 to +50

33



affect during decision-making

• higher emotional responses for 
higher outcomes

• diminishing sensitivity for 
positive outcomes and 
increasing sensitivity for 
negative outcomes



affect during decision-making

• affective responses to gamble 
outcomes mimic the utilities 
that people place on the 
outcomes (according to 
prospect theory)



incidental hunger

• Read and Van Leeweven (1998) tested for 
the effect of incidental hunger on 
immediate and future food choices in two 
lab sessions
• session 1: participants choose a snack 

(healthy/unhealthy) for consumption during 
the second session

• session 2: participants were allowed to 
change their choice (and consume either the 
healthy or unhealthy snack)

• whether they were hungry/satiated during 
first session and whether they would be 
hungry/satiated in second session was 
varied

first session

second session



incidental hunger

• incidental hunger makes people 
more likely to choose unhealthy 
snacks for the future (even if 
they won’t be feeling hungry at 
the future time of consumption)

first session

second session



incidental mood

• Johnson and Tversky  (1983) asked 
participants to rate the probabilities of 
various negative events. 

• affect was experimentally manipulated:
• negative mood: sad stories before task

• positive mood: happy stories before task

• control: neutral stories before task





next week

• before class:
• complete: L11 weekly assignments

• study for: cumulative final!

• next time
• social preferences and cognition!


